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“Making things puts me in touch with ideas. Al Held said I have very smart hands, that’s where I get my
information, that’s how I evolve.” -Judy Pfaff
Judy Pfaff first came to Tandem Press to create prints in 1992. She has returned multiple times over the years
since her first visit, and has created over 100 editions with our studio to date. Her newest body of work
featured in this exhibition was inspired by a trip to India where she was enthralled by the vibrant life of the
people and the rich and diverse culture she encountered. She was particularly captivated by the vivid colors
and patterns of textiles she saw throughout various marketplaces during her visit. Using these textiles and the
natural world for inspiration, Pfaff completed 11 new editions in our studio in February 2017. Many of the
editions are multilayered and include multiple printmaking methods, hand painting, and applied colored
silver leaf. The resulting artworks are a celebration of color, energy, and movement and serve as wonderful
examples of Judy Pfaff’s exceptional creativity and ability to push the boundaries of contemporary printmaking.
Judy Pfaff (b. 1946) was born in London and immigrated to the US at the age of thirteen. She received her
BFA from Washington University and her MFA from Yale University. From the beginning of her career in the
1970s, Pfaff has worked with a wide and unusual range of materials and moves back and forth easily
between two- and three-dimensional work, creating art that is complex, profuse, and unique. Her dynamic,
exuberant, large-scale works incorporate many different media. Like her installations, Pfaff’s prints have a
three-dimensional presence and flowing quality with layered circles, lines and organic shapes echoing
throughout the images. To bring the overall compositions together, her prints are often completed with
hand-applied paints, fabric dyes, and layers of collaged elements. Her innovative work has brought her wide
acclaim from galleries and museums throughout the United States, Europe, and Asia, and her work can be
found in such prestigious collections as the Detroit Institute of Art, the Museum of Modern Art in New York the
Whitney Museum of American Art, and the Philadelphia Museum of Art. Among many other awards and accolades, Pfaff was named a MacArthur Fellow in 2004 and was featured in PBS’s Art 21 in 2007. She received
a Lifetime Achievement Award from the International Sculpture Center in 2014 and a National Academy
Award for Excellence in Sculpture in 2015.

Judy Pfaff
...and the crane thought..., 2017
Woodcut, hand painted dye, colored silver leaf
Varied edition of 24
47 x 37 1/2 inches framed

Judy Pfaff
The three fishes, 2017
Woodcut, hand painted dye, colored silver leaf
Varied edition of 30
57 x 37 1/2 inches framed

Judy Pfaff
...two foxes..., 2017
Woodcut, hand painted dye, colored silver leaf,
archival inkjet
Varied edition of 30
48 x 70 inches framed

Judy Pfaff
Foreseeable Future, 2017
Intaglio, blend rolled aluminum, chine collé
Varied edition of 18
16 x 76 inches framed

Judy Pfaff
Unforeseeable Future, 2017
Intaglio, blend rolled aluminum, chine collé
Varied edition of 18
16 x 76 inches framed
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Judy Pfaff

スピナ "spinner" 1-12, 2017

Woodcut, hand painted dye
Varied editions of 30
12 x 12 inches

Judy Pfaff
Morning Raga, 2017
Woodcut, hand painted dye, archival inkjet
Varied edition of 12
49 1/4 x 101 1/4 inches framed

Judy Pfaff
Afternoon Raga, 2017
Woodcut, hand painted dye, archival inkjet
Varied edition of 12
49 1/4 x 101 1/4 inches framed

Judy Pfaff
Evening Raga, 2017
Archival inkjet, hand painted ink,
clear plastic film
Varied edition of 12
49 1/4 x 101 1/4 inches framed

Judy Pfaff
...fortunate fish..., 2017
Woodcut, hand painted dye, archival inkjet
Varied edition of 12
49 1/4 x 105 inches framed

Judy Pfaff
...wind-deer and the honey-grass..., 2017
Woodcut, hand painted dye and ink,
archival inkjet, clear plastic film
Varied edition of 12
49 1/4 x 105 inches framed

